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Quantum phases of hard core bosons �HCBs� confined in a one-dimensional quasiperiodic �QP� potential are
studied within the theoretical framework of Hanbury-Brown-Twiss interferometry. The QP potential induces a
cascade of Mott-like band-insulator phases in the extended regime, in addition to the Mott insulator, Bose
glass, and superfluid phases. The new phases are incompressible and have zero superfluid fraction. At critical
filling factors, the appearance of these insulating phases is heralded by a peak to dip transition in the inter-
ferogram, which reflects the fermionic aspect of HCBs. In the localized phase, the interference pattern exhibits
an hierarchy of peaks at the reciprocal lattice vectors of the system. Our study demonstrates that in contrast to
the momentum distribution, HBTI provides an effective method to distinguish Mott and glassy phases.
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Recent developments in the manipulations of ultracold at-
oms in optical lattices have opened new possibilities for ex-
ploring the richness and complexity of strongly-correlated
systems. A particular topic of continuous theoretical interest
in condensed matter physics has been the different phases
induced by the interplay between disorder and interactions
�1,2�. In cold atomic gases disorder can be introduced in a
controlled manner either by placing a speckle pattern on the
main lattice or by imposing a quasiperiodic �QP� sinusoidal
modulation on the original lattice by using an additional
weaker lattice with the desired wavelength ratio �3�. Further-
more, by changing the depth of the optical potential it is
experimentally possible to control the effective dimensional-
ity as well as the ratio between atomic kinetic and interaction
energy in these systems. All these attributes have made cold
atomic systems a unique new laboratory to test many estab-
lished results, explore new phenomena underlying disordered
systems, and to confront open questions �4,5�.

In this paper, we use two and four point correlation func-
tions to compare and contrast the different quantum phases
in a gas of one dimensional �1D� hard core bosons �HCBs�
subject to a QP potential. In an HCB gas �6�, the repulsive
interactions between bosons mimic the Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple, and as a result HCBs resemble in many respects a
system of noninteracting fermions. A 1D HCB gas in a peri-
odic optical lattice has just recently been experimentally re-
alized �7�. Here we treat the case of atoms confined by a
periodic lattice, with an additional QP potential introduced to
add pseudorandom disorder. A QP system is in between pe-
riodic and random systems and is known to exhibit localiza-
tion transitions at a finite depth of the additional lattice �8�.
Here we show that the interplay between disorder, interac-
tions, and quantum statistics leads to the formation of new
quantum phases. These new phases show some of the fractal
features characteristic of QP systems in both first- and
second-order interference patterns. Thus, our study points
out the potential of ultracold gases to provide laboratory
demonstrations of nonlinear and multifractal phenomena.
Furthermore, we find that QP disorder can be exploited to
distinguish Mott from glassy phases.

Four-point correlations can be experimentally probed by

Hanbury-Brown-Twiss interferometry �HBTI� �9� which
measures the intrinsic quantum noise in intensity measure-
ments, commonly referred to as shot noise or noise correla-
tions. HBTI is emerging as one of the most important tools to
provide information beyond that offered by standard momen-
tum distribution based characterization of phase coherence.
The latter is obtained from images of the density distribution
of the atomic sample after its release from the confining po-
tential. HBTI is performed by measuring the density-density
correlations in such images �10,11�. Sharp peaks �dips� in
these correlations reflect bunching �antibunching� of bosons
�fermions�, characterize the underlying statistics, and reveal
information about the spatial order in the lattice �10,12�.

In our study we find that the QP potential induces in the
HBTI pattern an hierarchical set of peaks appearing at the
reciprocal lattice vectors of both lattices with competing pe-
riodicities. We use these peaks together with the first order
Bragg peaks in the momentum distribution to provide a de-
tailed characterization of the various quantum phases. Three
characteristic phases are known in disordered HCB systems
�13�: �i� the incompressible Mott insulator �MI� phase, �ii�
the superfluid phase �SF�, and �iii� the insulating but com-
pressible Bose-glass �BG� phase. Here we also find a cascade
of incompressible Mott-like band insulator phases that frag-
ment the SF phase. These phases are linked to filled sub-
bands of the gaped energy spectrum that emerges from the
QP potential. Transitions to these phases are signaled by a
decrease in the intensities of the first and second order peaks.
They are found to be followed by a peak to dip transition in
the HBTI pattern when an empty band is populated with few
atoms.

In a typical experiment, atoms are released by turning off
the external potentials. The atomic cloud expands, and is
photographed after it enters the ballistic regime. Assuming
that the atoms are noninteracting from the time of release
�14�, properties of the initial state can be inferred from the
spatial images �10,12,15�: the column density distribution
image reflects the initial quasimomentum distribution, n�Q�,
and the density fluctuations, namely the noise correlations,
reflect the quasimomentum fluctuations, ��Q1 ,Q2�
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n̂�Q� =
1

L
�
j,k

eiQa�j−k�b̂j
†b̂k, �1�

��Q1,Q2� � �n̂�Q1�n̂�Q2�� − �n̂�Q1���n̂�Q2�� . �2�

In Eq. �2� we have assumed that both, Q1, Q2 lie inside the

first Brillouin zone. Here b̂j is a bosonic annihilation opera-
tor at the site j. L is the number of lattice sites and a the
lattice constant.

The low energy physics of a 1D gas of strongly correlated
bosons in an optical lattice modulated by a QP potential is
well described by the Hamiltonian

H�HCB� = − J�
j

�b̂j
†b̂j+1 + b̂j+1

† b̂j� + �
j

Vjn̂j , �3�

where b̂j satisfies bosonic commutation relations, plus the

on-site condition b̂j
2= b̂j

†2=0 which suppresses multiple occu-
pancies. Here J is the hopping energy between adjacent sites,
and Vj =2� cos�2��j� describes the additional QP potential.
The parameter � is proportional to the intensity of the lasers
used to create the QP lattice �3�. Note that the primary opti-
cal lattice defines the tight-binding condition, and the QP
potential is created by a secondary lattice.

For a single atom, the eigenfunctions at site j, � j
�n�, and

eigenenergies E�n� of the Hamiltonian in Eq. �3� satisfy

− J�� j+1
�n� + � j−1

�n� � + 2� cos�2��j�� j
�n� = E�n�� j

�n�. �4�

This is the Harper equation, a paradigm in 1D QP systems
�8�. For irrational �, the model exhibits a transition from
extended to localized states at �c=J. Below criticality, all
states are extended Bloch-like states characteristic of a peri-
odic potential. Above criticality, all states are exponentially
localized and the spectrum is pointlike. At criticality the
spectrum is a Cantor set, and the gaps form a devil’s stair-
case.

In this paper we treat the case of �= �	5−1� /2. In nu-
merical studies, � is approximated by the ratio of two Fi-
bonacci numbers FM−1 /FM, �F1=F0=1 ,Fi+1=Fi+Fi−1�,
which describe the best rational approximent to �. For this
rational approximation the unit cell has length FM and the
single-particle spectrum consists of FM bands and FM −1
gaps. The gaps occur at half values of reciprocal lattice vec-
tors, which we label by the Bloch index Q�n�
= ±n��mod 1�2� /a, with n an integer and aQ�n�� �−� ,��.
The size of the gaps decreases as n increases. Here we
choose �=55/89.

In general the phase diagram of interacting bosons with
disorder is rather complicated. However the analysis simpli-
fies in the HCB limit, because multiple site occupancies are
forbidden and the system is thus “fermionized.” In the local-
ize phase all the single-particle wave functions become lo-
calized for ���c. Due to the fact that in the fermionized
regime all correlations can be expressed in terms of single
particle wave functions, the localization transition also oc-
curs at �c=J in HCB systems. The ground state energy of an
N-particle HCB system is the sum of the first N single-
particle eigenstates, as is the case for ideal fermions. Two-

point and four-point correlation functions for HCBs can be
expressed as a Töplitz-like determinant involving two-point
free fermionic propagators: glm=�n=0

N−1�l
*�n��m

�n�. However, in
contrast to the ideal fermion case where a direct application
of Wick’s theorem can be used to express any correlation
function in terms of glm, for HCBs the calculations are more
elaborate because they require the evaluation of multiple de-
terminants �12,16�.

We now discuss the phase diagrams for HCB, starting
with the localized phase. In the limit ���c, the single par-
ticle wave functions are localized at individual lattice sites,
� j

�n�→��j− ln� and E�n�→2� cos�2��ln�, where the localiza-
tion center ln is such that cos�2��ln−1�� cos�2��ln�. In this
limit the determinants involved in the evaluation of HCB
correlations become trivial and an analytic description is
possible. In fact, except for sign differences due to quantum
statistics effects, the various correlation functions of a sys-
tem of HCB’s and the ideal fermion described by Eq. �4�,
bear exact correspondence and therefore, in this limit, we
also discuss the fermion case.

We start by briefly discussing the first order correlations.
In the �→	 correlations are only local inducing a flat mo-
mentum distribution for both HCBs and fermions, n̂�Q�=

with 
=N /L the filling factor. For finite �, the distribution is
not completely flat and decays with a width �−1=ln��� where
� is the localization length for the single particle wave func-
tion. The flat distribution is found to be superimposed with
small modulations that are due to Friedel oscillations �17�.
These are induced by the twofold degeneracy of the eigen-
states in the localized phase. In the strongly disordered limit,
the oscillations can be understood by taking the eigenfunc-
tions to be a superposition of the two degenerate wave
functions: one localized at lk and the other at L− lk. For an
odd number of atoms, this leads to n�Q�=
�1
+ 1

2L cos�2QalN−1��.
The noise correlations in the �→	 limit simplify to

��Q1 ,Q2����Q̃�=
�Q̃,0−
2
�1−s�

L +
�−1�s

L2 
�le
iaQ̃lgll
2, where s

=0 for HCBs and s=1 for fermions. Here Q̃=Q1−Q2 and
thus in this limit, noise correlations exhibit translational in-
variance. Approximating the sum by an integral, it is possible

to show that ��Q̃� is nonzero only at the reciprocal lattice
vectors, Q�n�, of the combined superlattice. At these points

��Q�n�� � �n � 
�n,0 −
2
�1 − s�

L
+

�− 1�s sin2��
n�
��n�2 .

�5�

Equation �5� illuminates various important aspects of HBTI
in the glassy phase: �i� the explicit dependence of noise cor-
relations on quantum statistics, since the boson peaks are
positive and the corresponding fermion peaks are negative
�except for the autocorrelation peak �0�; �ii� the potential of
HBTI as an experimental spectroscopy tool, since the inten-
sity of the n=1 peak is directly related to the ground state
energy of the many-body system, �1=�k=0

N−1 cos�2�n�lk�
=E / �L2��; �iii� the capability of noise correlations to clearly
distinguish between BG and MI phases, since in the Mott
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phase, 
=1, the whole hierarchical set of QP peaks disap-
pears; �iv� the universal properties of the peaks whose inten-
sities approach an asymptotic value independently of the un-
derlying commutation relations �except for the �0 peak
which is always larger for HCBs�. This is a unique feature of
the BG phase, as the fermionic dips are typically weaker than
the corresponding bosonic peaks.

Figure 1 shows the noise correlations, ��Q1 ,0�, in the
localized phase as a function of Q1, �with Q2=0� and the
filling factor. ��Q1 ,0� was computed numerically for finite �
using the theoretical framework discussed in Refs. �12,16�.
We would like to point out that unlike �→	 limit, the in-
tensity of the fringes in general depends on both Q1 and Q2.
However, for simplicity we fix Q2=0 and explore the varia-
tions in the interference pattern as Q1 and 
 vary. In general,
for arbitrary Q2 the HBIT interference pattern resembles the
one for ��Q ,0� if Q is substituted by Q1−Q2. However,
there is an additional overall envelope which reflects the de-
cay of the momentum distribution away from n�0�. As illus-
trated, the analytic results derived for �→	 limit, appear to
provide a fair description of the noise correlations in the
localized phase for finite �. In Fig. 1 ��=2� we almost see
the sinusoidal dependence of the intensity on the filling fac-
tor predicted by the analytically formula. In the figure we
also see a negative background, not predicted in the analytic
results, which is larger at low quasimomenta. The back-
ground reflects the fact that the single particle localized wave
functions have finite localization length. We would like to
reemphasize the distinction between the Mott insulator and
the glassy phase for all values of � as seen from the HBTI
interferometry. In the Mott insulator phase, the interference
pattern consists of a single peak at Q=0 and no signature of
the QP lattice is observed in the pattern. In contrast, in the
glassy phase, the interferogram consists of a whole hierarchy
of peaks determined by number theoretical properties of �.
The fact that the interference pattern reveals the complete
structure of the lattice in the localized phase, suggests the
importance of HBTI in QP systems.

We will now describe the HCB coherence in the extended
phase ���1�. In view of the existence of energy bands in the
single particle energy spectrum, and Bloch-like properties of
the single particle eigenstates, the filling factor 
 plays a lot
more important role in this phase. Here we again set Q2=0.
This choice not only simplified the analysis but also is rel-
evant in the extended phase because in contrast to the local-

ize phase there is a quasicondensate in the system and the
most relevant correlation are between condensate and non-
condensate atoms. For a more detailed discussion on the
variation on the noise pattern with Q1 and Q2 see Ref. �12�.

In the extended phase two-point fermion correlations glm
are long range, the Töplitz-like determinants are compli-
cated, and an analytical treatment of the noise correlations is
in general difficult. Our numerically obtained results are
summarized in Figs. 2 and 3. In contrast to the glassy phase,
the momentum distribution exhibits interference peaks which
signal the quasilong-range coherence characteristic of this
phase: a large peak at Q=0 and quasiperiodicity induced
peaks at reciprocal lattice vectors ±�Q�n� whose intensity
depends on the filling factor. These peaks also exist in the
noise interference pattern where they are narrower and are
accompanied by satellite dips, immersed in a negative back-
ground. The later reflects the long range coherence in the
extended phase as discussed in Ref. �12�. It should be noted
that, in contrast to glassy phase, few QP related peaks are
visible.

A striking aspect of this phase is the cascade of lobes
�seen in Fig. 2� describing a series of transitions to insulating
phases. These transitions occur at filling factors 
c

�n�

=n��mod 1� and 
̄c
�n�=1−n��mod 1�, which correspond to

the fillings at which the various subbands underlying the QP

FIG. 1. �Color online� Noise correlations of HCBs in the glassy
phase ��=2J� as Q and 
 vary.

FIG. 2. �Color online� HCBs in the superfluid phase, �=0.5J,
top: Momentum distribution and bottom: noise correlations where
the intensities of the central peaks are scaled by a factor of 1 /10 to
show the satellite dips.
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spectrum are completely filled. At these critical fillings the
momentum distribution becomes flat and second order corre-
lations depicts a reduction in the peak and dip intensities.

To gain deeper insight into the nature of these new phases,
we compute the superfluid fraction, the compressibility, and
the number fluctuations of HCB as the filling factor 
 varies.
Our results are summarized in Fig. 3. The superfluid fraction
�calculated from the respond of the system to a phase twist
�15,18�� is the natural order parameter for the SF to MI tran-
sitions. Figure 3 shows that the superfluid fraction exhibits
the same lobelike structure that the one observed in the in-
tensity of the Q=0 peaks and vanishes or is strongly sup-
pressed at the various critical filling factors 
c and 
̄c con-
firming the insulator character of the phases. The
incompressibility at the critical fillings can also be observed
in the 
 vs  curve. The isothermal compressibility is pro-
portional to ��

� , so the plateaus in the 
 vs  curve signal the
incompressible character of the phases. The plateaus can also
be understood as a discontinuity in  due to the existence of
a gap in the energy spectrum. Both of these features are
inherent of a MI phase and that is why we refer to these
phases as Mott-like band insulator. We found that number
fluctuations in these phases do not vanish, but are only some-
what reduced. This is illustrated in the inset where we show

the average number fluctuations, �n2=�i�n̂i
2�− �n̂i�. These

number fluctuations increase monotonically with 
 in the SF
phase but cease to grow and in fact exhibit a small reduction
at the critical fillings. An insight as to why a system can be a
MI and have finite number fluctuations can be gain by con-
sidering the 
=1 case. In this case only in the U /J→	 the
ground state is the so called perfect MI. At finite U, �n2 is
small but nonzero due to the admixture of “particle-hole”
pairs in the ground state. The particle-hole pairs restores
short range coherence, and are essential to stabilize the MI
state �19�.

A rather interesting aspect associated with the insulating
phases is the fact that as 
 is increased beyond the critical
value, the peaks at the reciprocal lattice vectors associated
with the corresponding filled band become dips. This change
in the sign of the peaks beyond the critical filling can be seen
by plotting the fringe visibility �n=��Q�n� ,0�− ���Q�n�
+�Q ,0�−��Q�n�−�Q ,0�� /2, with �Q=4� /aL. Figure 4 il-
lustrates this for the dominant peaks that occur at ±Q �1�.
Here the peak to dip transition at 
c

�1�, is signaled by a jump
in the visibility from positive to negative. This dip in the
second order interference pattern can be interpreted as a
manifestation of fermionization. Physical understanding into
this behavior can be obtained by looking at the noise corre-
lation of a single particle. It can be shown that ��Q ,0�
= 
z0
2�Q0− 
zQz0
2 with zQ is the Fourier transform of the
ground state wave function. The second term gives rise to a
fermion-type dip for Q values related to quasiperiodicity of
the system. For HCBs these negative fringes survive even for
two atoms. This implies that the peak to dip transition can be
understood as the consequence of an empty band populated
with few atoms.

In summary, quasiperiodicity can be exploited to distin-
guish glassy and Mott phases and induce a series of Mott-
like band insulating phases. Furthermore, it provides an ex-
plicit probe to witness fermionization of bosons, and
facilitates the experimental observation of complex fractal
structures.

FIG. 3. For fixed �=0.5J, The top figure displays the variation
in superfluid fraction as 
 varies. The bottom figure shows the
variation in density as the chemical potential  varies. The inset
shows the number fluctuations. The grid lines are at 
c

�1,2� and 
̄c
�1,2�.

FIG. 4. �Color online� HCBs noise correlation for�=0.5J. In the
inset we plot the visibility for the dominant peak �see text� as a
function of 
.
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